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 Contents Introduction Notebooks can help you explore and run machine learning code without having to install Python or R
tools. The ability to share data and models across the internet makes notebooks great for sharing and collaborating. The

notebooks we will be building for this tutorial are hosted on GitHub. Getting started Head over to the GitHub page for this
tutorial. In your browser, type: to access the folder for this tutorial. We will be using this as our starter project. We will take a

look at three notebooks from Kaggle’s Codeless Machine Learning Competition. The competition is organized by Kaggle and is
in the process of being run. As part of the competition, Kaggle is building a dataset of 400,000+ images from Flickr with 50+

features. They have put together a set of three notebooks on how to work with the dataset. Each notebook will walk you through
using the dataset and training a machine learning algorithm. We will be starting from the third notebook in this series. We will
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be making slight modifications to the code in each notebook as we progress through it. You can see the project at: Notebooks
from the Codeless Machine Learning Competition can be found here: Adding a repository Next, we will need to add a

repository to our project. GitHub supports Git. With Git we can download the data from Flickr to our machine. Git can also be
used to share data and models. If you want to learn about Git, you can check out the tutorial on Getting Started with Git at: To
add the repository for the data, execute the following code in your terminal: $ git clone Access the repository by running the

following command: $ cd src/kne/kne We can see that our notebook is in the repo directory. We can clone the repository using
the following command. $ git clone 82157476af
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